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A BSTRACT
Cloud Federation is an emerging technology where Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) offering specialized services to
customers collaborate in order to reap the real benefits of Cloud Computing. When a CSP in the Cloud Federation
runs out of resources, it can get the required resources from other partners in the federation. Normally, there will be
QoS agreements between the partners in the federation for the resource sharing. In this paper, we propose a trust
based mechanism for the management of dynamic QoS violations, when one CSP requests resources from another
CSP in the federation. In this work, we have implemented the partner selection process, when one CSP does not have
enough resources, using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity
to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) methods, and also considering the trust values of various CSPs in the federation. We
have also implemented the Single Sign-On (SSO) authentication in the cloud federation using the Fully Hashed
Menezes-Qu-Vanstone (FHMQV) protocol and AES-256 algorithm. The proposed trust-based approach is used to
dynamically manage the QoS violations among the partners in the federation. We have implemented the proposed
approach using the CloudSim toolkit, and the analysis of the results are also given.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

The widespread acceptance of Cloud Computing has
contributed to the design and development of Cloud Federation [1][19][24]. Cloud Federation is an association
of different Cloud Service Providers. In the standard
Cloud Computing model, a client gets the required services from a single Cloud Service Provider, and this approach has several challenges associated with it. Due
to some reasons, if a CSP cannot handle the service requests initiated from the cloud customers, it can leave
several customers who depend on that service provider,

without access to the required resources and services.
Also, depending on a single cloud service provider,
sometimes makes it difficult to ensure the adequate responsiveness and QoS to the clients.
In reality, the Cloud Service Providers have finite
amount of resources with them. Also, a CSP cannot
lose an important customer because of the lack of available resources at the moment, and thereby not being able
to cater to the needs of that customer. To overcome
these limitations, CSPs got together as a federation. For
many service providers, in order to meet the dynamic and
unpredictable user requirements, cooperation with other
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service providers is an option. This cooperation can be
utilized to access resources and services from other partners in the federation to deliver the required QoS to the
customers. The CSPs in the federation can share the
cloud infrastructure among them in order to have better resource utilization and improved QoS to the cloud
consumers.
Thus, this collaboration ensures the support in terms
of information and resource sharing among the partners
in the cloud federation environment, and the improved
QoS in terms of availability, reliability and response time
of the services delivered by the various cloud service
providers. Hence, the primary reasons for the formation
of Cloud Federation are better resource utilization and
the increased revenues for the CSPs, and the availability
of reliable cloud services with no vendor lock-in for the
cloud consumers.

1.1

agreed between CSP-A and CSP-B in the cloud federation. Also, assume that as per the SLA, CSP-B has
agreed to give the service consisting of a maximum of n
number of VMs of type ’small’ to CSP-A. Now, imagine
that CSP-A makes a service request of m VMs (m > n).
Also the type of the VMs requested is ’large’. This is an
example of the QoS/SLA violations between the CSPs.
Even though this example is simple, we have considered
this just to show the working of our approach. Hence,
in order to make the best use of the federation, we need
a dynamic management of this possible QoS violations
among the partners in the federation so that the mutual
benefits of the CSPs in the federation, in terms of reliability, reputation and the economic benefits are improved.

1.2

Role of Trust in the Cloud Federation Environments

Need for the Management of Dynamic QoS
The effective management of trust among the entities is
Violations in the Cloud Federation

Even though the cloud computing paradigm promises to
offer infinite resources, in reality, the resources with each
and every Cloud Service Provider are finite. Sometimes,
there could be requests from the cloud users for rapid
increase in the usage of their computing, memory or network resources due to reasons such as failure of a server
or data centre or to meet the sudden request made by
their own clients. In this case, when the Cloud Service
Provider runs out of resources, the Service Provider can
get the required services from partners in the Cloud Federation or the Inter-Cloud.
Generally, there will be Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) between the partners in the Cloud Federation to
share the resources. Due to the dynamic nature of customer requirements, sometimes a CSP in a federation
may urgently need some resources from other CSPs in
the federation to meet the customer requirements, as the
requested resources are unavailable with the CSP at that
time. Since the CSPs in the cloud federation operate by
the Service Level Agreements among them, a CSP can
get the services as per the QoS agreement in the SLA.
Normally, the process of SLA renegotiation is carried out
among the CSPs in order to modify the QoS parameters
of the services agreed among them. Now, if a request
comes to a CSP from another CSP in the federation for
some resources whose QoS features are not as per their
prior agreement, how to deal with such a request in the
federation dynamically without the time consuming SLA
renegotiation at that time is an issue to be considered.
QoS/SLA violation in the Cloud Federation occurs
when one CSP requires some service from another CSP
whose QoS features differ from what have been agreed
in the SLA between them. Suppose that there is an SLA

significant for the service computing environment as it is
for the activities involving human beings. Human beings
trust others depending upon the environment or contexts,
and this trust values change from time to time. According to Azzedin and Maheswaran [2], trust is defined as:
”trust is the firm belief in the competence of an entity
to act as expected such that the firm belief is not a fixed
value associated with the entity, but rather it is subject
to entity’s behaviour and applies only within a specific
context at a given time”. Therefore, trust is a dynamic
aspect of an entity which varies from very trustworthy to
very untrustworthy.
The trust value of an entity is derived based on the
previous experience with that entity in a specific context.
Also, the trust value associated with a particular entity
is not the same always as it varies from time to time.
One entity can trust another entity in a system also based
on the reputation of that particular entity. In this way,
the reputation of an entity can be effectively used for
building the trust [3][4]. Azzedin and Maheswaran [2]
define reputation of an entity as: ”the expectation of its
behaviour based on other entities’ observations or information about the entity’s past behaviour at a given time”.
For an entity, there can be either direct or indirect experience with another entity. Direct experience shows
that the entities have had some direct interactions between them in the past, and how one entity learns about
the behaviours of the other entity using this interactions.
Indirect experience of an entity is developed based on the
recommendations given by other trusted members in the
community. Hence, while calculating the trust value of
an entity, it considers the reputation of that entity also.
Thus, reputation has direct effect on the trust of an entity. That means, a good trust value of an entity results in
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good reputation of that entity and vice versa [5].
In a multi-cloud environment, it requires the association among multiple clouds and the effective establishment and management of trust among them is of
paramount importance [6]. In the multi-cloud environment, the partner clouds are independent and loosely
coupled which makes the trust management a challenging one. In this environment, the trust management
system should help in distinguishing various entities as
trustable or not so that effective cooperation of the CSPs
are ensured. Although it has been discussed that efficient resource allocation and utilization requires a high
degree of trust values [7], to the best of our knowledge,
the issue of how to solve the dynamic QoS violations in
a cloud federation environment has not been addressed
in a satisfactory manner.
Even though cloud federation offers various advantages, establishment of trust among the partners in the
federation is a challenging issue [8]. In order to make the
best use of cloud federation in terms of resource management, there should be an efficient mechanism for the establishment and evaluation of the dynamic trust among
the CSPs in the federation [9]. Researchers have been
working on various trust models in the Cloud Computing
domain that evaluates the trust of various CSPs [10][11].
Majority of these trust models focused on evaluating and
managing the trust between cloud users and the CSPs.
Very few of the proposed trust models focuses on effective trust management in the Inter-Cloud domain and
hence, the present Cloud Federation scenario requires effective trust management approaches. Considering the
future scope of cloud federation and also the role of an
effective trust management system in the domain, we are
proposing our approach in this paper.
The major contributions of this paper are:
• Design and implementation of a partner selection
approach in the cloud federation environment, using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [28] and
the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [29][30] methods, that can
be used by a CSP, when it does not have enough resources to meet the clients’ requirements.
• Design and implementation of a SSO mechanism
[31] in the cloud federation, using AES-256 algorithm [33] and the FHMQV protocol [32].
• Design of the Trust-Based mechanism for dealing
with the dynamic QoS violations in the cloud federation environment.
• Implementation of the proposed approach using the
CloudSim toolkit [35].

• Discussion of the results obtained highlighting the
advantages and the disadvantages of the proposed
approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes the work done in the area of resource management in the cloud federation environments, highlighting the merits and demerits of various approaches. Section III presents the trust-based approach for the management of dynamic QoS violations in the cloud federation environments. Section IV discusses the workflow of
the proposed trust-based approach. Section V presents
the results and analysis of the proposed approach with
pointers to the future works, and Section VI concludes
the paper.

2

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

In this section, we throw light on the relevant research activities in the area of resource management in the cloud
federation or inter-cloud domain, analyzing the works
carried out by the researchers. The research in the field
of effective resource management in the Inter-Cloud environment is still in its nascent stage, and some of the
relevant approaches proposed by the researchers in this
area are discussed in this section.
Goiri et al. [12] use the characteristics of cloud
providers in a federated cloud such as the resource utilization level of a CSP, pricing of the VMs, capital costs,
operational costs etc. while handling the resource requests of the cloud customers. Depending on the above
characteristics, upon receiving a resource request, a CSP
takes the decision regarding allocation within itself, outsourcing to other federated clouds, insourcing from other
federated clouds, turning on/off various nodes in the data
centres. But in this work, the major focus is on the cost
aspect of the resource management, and also the management of QoS violations is not discussed.
Wu et al. [13] provide a QoS-based research component composition architecture for research collaboration
using distance based evolutionary algorithm. The aim
of the algorithm is to compose and optimize research
components according to multi-QoS attributes. A gametheory based distributed resource management mechanism for data intensive IaaS cloud providers in a federation environment is proposed by Hassan et al. [14].
These works also lack the management of QoS violations among the CSPs.
Hassan et al. [15] propose a multi-objective optimization model for partner selection in a market-oriented
dynamic collaboration (DC) platform of Cloud Service
Providers, to minimize the conflicts among the providers
during their negotiation. The price and QoS of the service offered by the various CSPs, and also the success of
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any previous association among them in the past are considered. For this multi-objective optimization, they developed multi objective genetic algorithm. In this case,
they have considered the group of CSPs satisfying the
users’ request, and the group bid of different CSPs is
treated as a single bid. But, our work focuses on how
each CSP handles the dynamic QoS violations so that
the best possible service is offered to the CSPs without
requiring the SLA renegotiation at that time.
Kertsz et al. [16] discuss the integrated federated management and monitoring approach for the autonomous
service provisioning in the federated clouds. The users
submit the service requests to the brokering component
called the Generic Meta Broker Service (GMBS). The
service provider’s information and health metrics are
stored in a Global Service Registry (GSR). The GMBS
matches the service request with the information stored
in the GSR and selects the suitable cloud broker. In this
approach, every CSP has a broker for dealing with the
users’ requests.
Chen et al. [17] proposed a game-theoretic approach
to solve the service selection problem in the cloud environment. The proposed solution is based on game-theory
and for each provider; they merge the consumer’s game
with the provider’s game. Based on the responses arising
from the interaction among the client and other CSPs, a
CSP can select the suitable cloud provider as the business
partner. In [18], Stihler et al. propose the architecture for
Federated Identity Management in a scenario similar to
the Inter-Cloud environment. The work focuses on sharing of information or resources across all the three cloud
service models such as SaaS, PaaS and IaaS.
The works carried out by Celesti et al. in [19][20][21]
and Tusa et al. in [22] present a heterogeneous horizontal cloud federation model, for CLoud-Enabled Virtual EnviRonment (CLEVER). These works use the concept of a middleware component called the Cross-Cloud
Federation Manager (CCFM) that could be integrated
into the Cloud Manager component of the Cloud Service
Provider. This helps the participating clouds to be a part
of the cloud federation. The CCFM consists of three subcomponents, called the Discovery Agent, Match-Making
Agent and Authentication Agent, and they are responsible for performing the required functions for the cloud
federation. This work does not discuss the issue of the
management QoS violations in the cloud federation scenario.
Bernstein et al. presented a blueprint for the design
of Inter-cloud in [23][24] and [25]. This blueprint is designed considering the interoperability factor among the
various Cloud Service Providers and is focused at the
Internet scale. In this work also, the dynamic QoS violations are not discussed. Goiri et al. carry out an analysis
of the cost benefits of resource sharing in cloud federa-

tion in the work presented in [26]. The Cloud Scheduler
project explained in [27] by Armstrong et al. focuses on
developing a model for resource provisioning and sharing among the various participating Clouds. In this work,
the authors concentrate more on the scheduling of applications among the partners in the federation, and not on
establishing the federation.
Based on the literature review, it is seen that the issue of resource management in the cloud federation environments lacks effective solutions to meet the requirements of the present day cloud federation environments,
which emphasizes the need for further research in this
domain. We also note that there are few works that deal
with the dynamic QoS violations in the inter-cloud environment. Even though exiting works are complementary to the approach discussed in this paper, to the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work that attempts to
discuss the dynamic management of the QoS violations
considering the trust and reputation of various CSPs in
the cloud federation environment. The proposed mechanism effectively incorporates the trust management in
the cloud federation to deal with the management of QoS
violations, and thereby improving the reliability and efficiency of the CSPs in the cloud federation.

3

T RUST-BASED M ANAGEMENT OF DYNAMIC Q O S V IOLATIONS IN THE C LOUD
F EDERATION

In the Cloud Federation, as already mentioned, whenever
a CSP runs out of resources, it can get the resources from
other CSPs in the federation. Normally, there will be
SLAs between the CSPs in a Cloud Federation regarding
the details of the services agreed among them. In order to
change the QoS of the agreed service, SLA-renegotiation
is required between the participating CSPs in the Federation. In this section, we propose a trust-based mechanism to deal with the QoS or SLA violation among the
CSPs in the federation so that without the SLA renegotiation at that time, a CSP can get the required services
from other CSPs in the federation, even though the QoS
of the service requested is not exactly as per the SLA
agreed between the CSPs. Hence, this approach enables
the CSPs to improve their profits and the reputation in
the Cloud Federation environment.

3.1

Access Control Framework

The overview of the access control framework dealing
with the dynamic QoS violations as implemented in our
work is shown in the Fig. 1. In our implementation,
in order to meet the resource requirements of a user,
when the local resources are unavailable, a CSP (CSP1) selects the most suitable CSP in the federation using
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Figure 1: Overview of the Access Control Framework
the AHP [28] and the TOPSIS methods [29][30]. Now
with the selected CSP, if there is a QoS violation when
it gets the access request from the CSP-1, our proposed
approach comes into action. Hence, the access control
framework of the selected CSP takes the access decision
as to whether the access request should be permitted or
not considering the trust and reputation of the requesting CSP (CSP-1). Thus, the various components in this
framework as shown in the Fig. 1 are:

3.1.1

2. PDP-Whenever a CSP receives a service request
from another CSP, this component verifies the request and takes a decision as to whether the request
should be permitted or not. As shown in the Fig. 1,
this component contacts the QoS-Verification module for verifying the QoS terms of the agreed service with the requesting CSP. In case a CSP requests
some services whose QoS features do not exactly
match with that mentioned in the SLA, the PDP
contacts the Trust Manager module for calculating
the trust value of the requesting CSP. Trust Manager calculates the local trust value, by accessing
the trust data stored locally, and the recommended
trust value (reputation) by contacting other trusted
CSPs in the federation. If the final trust value of the
requesting CSP is above the trust threshold, the resource request from the requesting CSP (CSP-1) is
accepted, otherwise rejected.

Authentication

This module deals with the authentication of the requesting user. In our implementation, we have implemented
the Single Sign-On (SSO) [31] for the authentication of
the requesting users at different CSPs in the federation.
In our implementation, an access request of the user is
passed from one CSP to another, in case a CSP runs out
of resources at a particular time. We have implemented
in this work, the SSO approach in the cloud federation
environment using AES-256 algorithm [33] and the FHMQV protocol [32]. Every user needs to be authenticated before availing services from the CSPs in the federation.

3.1.2

and implements the access decision taken by the
PDP.

Authorization

When a CSP gets service request from other CSPs in
the federation, it takes the access decision dynamically
considering various factors. Hence, this module verifies
the access rights of the requesting CSP. This module of
a CSP has two components, PEP (Policy Enforcement
Point) and PDP (Policy Decision Point).
1. PEP-The PEP contacts the PDP for access decision

3.2

Single Sign-On (SSO)

Single Sign-On (SSO) is a mechanism used for authentication in which a service consumer is required to be
authenticated only once while accessing various services
from multiple service providers [31]. The process of
SSO involves the association among the following entities: Cloud Service Consumer (CSC), Relying Party or
Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and the Identity Provider
(IdP). The CSP and the IdP have mutual trust established
between them. That is, IdP offers Identity Management
functions to the CSP. Before accessing the services from
25
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Figure 2: SSO in the Cloud Federation

Figure 3: Overall flow of the SSO in Cloud Federation
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the CSP, the Cloud Service Consumer has to get authenticated as a valid user from the IdP.
Since the CSP and IdP are part of the association, and
they have mutual trust with each other, the user is allowed to access the services from the CSP after successful authentication. Hence, the Identity Federation
supports Single-Sign On as the users are able to access multiple services from the different CSPs using the
same identity token issued by the Identity Provider. Because of this association, the service providers can concentrate more on their core services, since the identity
management operations are taken care of by the Identity
Providers. The overview of the SSO in Cloud Federation is shown in the Fig. 2. Thus, in the Single SignOn (SSO) mechanism in Cloud Federation, a user needs
to verify his credentials and get authenticated himself
only once during an active session of accessing cloud
services. The cloud users are benefitted in such a way
that they will be able to access the services offered by
different CSPs seamlessly without the need of providing
the identity credentials again and again for accessing the
services.
The overall flow of the SSO in Cloud Federation implemented in this work is shown in the Fig. 3. As
shown in the figure, in order to access the cloud services
in the federation, the cloud user submits the credentials
and also the details of the Identity Provider (IdP) supported by the CSP. The CSP verifies the identity token
by contacting the IdP mentioned (provided that this IdP
is trusted by the CSP considered). Upon successful authentication, the user request is processed to verify the
access request of the user. If the verification of the authorization is successful, the local resources are allocated
to the user.
If the local resources are insufficient to meet the
client’s request, this CSP contacts other CSPs in the federation (using the Rank Table as explained in the Section
3.3.4) for the allocation of the required resources. Upon
receiving the resource request along with the corresponding identity token, the other CSPs in the federation verify the identity of the user by contacting the corresponding IdP. In this case, the user does not need to enter the
identity credentials each time he gets resources from the
cloud partners in the federation. The identity credentials
are submitted only once to the first CSP alone, while
making the access request.

3.3

Proposed Approach for the Management of
Dynamic QoS Violations

The various functional components in the proposed approach for dealing with the dynamic QoS violations are
shown in the Fig. 4. They are discussed in the following
sections.

Figure 4: Management of the Dynamic QoS Violations

3.3.1

Setting up the Cloud Federation Environment

The required cloud federation environment needs to be
set up in order to implement and test our proposed approach. We have set up a Cloud Federation Environment
of 25 CSPs using the CloudSim toolkit [35] to implement
our proposed mechanism.

3.3.2

User Authentication

In the cloud federation environment, a user requesting
the service needs to be authenticated. When one CSP
does not have enough resources, it can transfer the access request of the user to other CSPs in the federation.
In order to avail the requested services from that CSP,
the user needs to be authenticated there also. We have
implemented the SSO authentication as explained in the
previous section to facilitate that. In this case, the user
need not enter the identity credentials again and again,
but only once at the first CSP of the federation.
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3.3.3

Processing of the User Request

The user request is analyzed to verify the details of the
requested service such as type of VMs, number of VMs
etc.

3.3.4

Rank Calculation of the CSP

In our implementation, when a CSP does not have
enough resources to meet the requirements of the user,
it ranks the various CSPs in the federation so that the
best CSP can be selected to transfer the user’s request.
In the federation, there can be many CSPs offering different types of services with different QoS features such
as availability, reliability, uptime, response time, cost etc.
Also, a CSP in a Cloud Federation may not have equal
trust values towards every other CSP in the federation at
a time. Hence, for any CSP in the cloud federation, the
selection of suitable CSP(s) for availing the required resources is an important activity in order to increase its
business value.
The cloud partner in the federation to which the user
request can be transferred, should be selected in such
a way that the QoS requirements of the users are not
compromised and also the budgetary constraints of the
users are taken care of. We have used AHP [28] and the
TOPSIS [29][30] methods for the rank calculation of the
CSPs in the federation. The various steps in the process
of Rank Calculation is shown in the Fig. 5. When a user
request is processed by the CSP, the QoS parameters associated with the user request are given suitable weights
using the AHP method, and these weights are used in the
TOPSIS method to rank the various CSPs in the Cloud
Federation according to the user requirements. The calculated rank values are stored into the database for further reference by the CSP. Simulation results show the
effectiveness of this approach in order to efficiently select the trustworthy partners in large scale federations to
ensure the required QoS to the cloud consumers.

3.3.5

SLA Verification

In our work, when a CSP runs out of resources, it selects
a suitable CSP from the federation using the process of
Rank Calculation (as explained in the previous section)
to transfer the user’s resource request. Now, when the
selected CSP gets the resource request from a CSP, it
verifies the SLA or QoS agreements with the requesting CSP. If the QoS features of the current request match
with that present in the SLA, the request is accepted by
the CSP and the available resources are given to the requesting CSP. If there is a violation of the QoS agreed
between them, the proposed trust-based mechanism is
used to deal with the resource request as explained in
the following sections.

Figure 5: Rank Calculation using AHP and TOPSIS
Methods

3.3.6

Local Trust Calculation

In our proposed approach, whenever a CSP gets a service
request from another CSP, if there is an SLA or QoS violation, as a matter of mutually improving the economic
benefits and the reputation of the CSPs in the federation,
the CSP receiving the request calculates the trust value
of the requesting CSP locally. If the local trust calculated is above the predefined trust threshold, the service
request is accepted. Otherwise, the CSP calculates the
recommended trust of the requesting CSP.

3.3.7

Recommended Trust Calculation

This module calculates the trust value of various CSPs
in the federation to select the trusted CSPs. Then, the
feedback regarding the requesting CSP is collected from
those trusted CSPs to calculate the recommended trust of
the requesting CSP.

3.3.8

Total Trust Calculation

In our implementation, in order to take a decision on
whether to accept or reject the access request made by
a CSP, its local trust and recommended trust values are
calculated as explained in the preceding sections. Then,
the total trust of the requesting CSP is calculated as:
Total Trust of the CSP=(Local Trust + Recommended
Trust)/2.

3.3.9

Resources Allocation

Depending on the total trust value of the requesting CSP,
the PDP of the CSP, as shown in the Fig. 1, takes a decision to permit the access request if the trust value of the
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3.4.5

requesting CSP is above the trust threshold maintained in
the system. The access request of the CSP is rejected if
the final trust value is less than the trust threshold. Local
Trust Calculation and the Recommended Trust Calculation of the requesting CSP are discussed in details in the
following sections.

3.4

While calculating the trust of the requesting CSP in the
federation, the QoS parameters are considered separately
to distinguish one CSP from another in the federation.
In our work, the QoS parameters considered are availability, reliability, confidentiality, integrity and response
time. It shows the details of the previous interaction with
that CSP in the past. Hence, this calculation involves the
following factors:

Local Trust Calculation of the CSP

The calculation of the local trust of the requesting CSP
by another CSP in the federation involves the following
parameters.

3.4.1

Availability Factor: Availability Factor is calculated as
(x/y), where x is the total number of times the service
from the requesting CSP was available when requested
and, y is the total number of service requests made to
that CSP.

Probability of Success

The Probability of Success of the requesting CSP with
any other CSP in the federation shows how many transactions with that CSP were successful in the past. This
can be calculated as: Probability of Success=(x/y),
where x is the total number of successful transactions
and y is the number of total transactions initiated with
that CSP.

3.4.2

History of Interaction

This shows the lead of the number of successful transactions over the number of unsuccessful transactions
with a particular CSP. It is calculated as: History of
Interaction=(x − y)/z, where x is the total number of
successful transactions, y is the total number of unsuccessful transactions and z is the number of total transactions by a specific CSP with another CSP in the federation.

3.4.3

Existing Trust

Reliability Factor: Reliability Factor is calculated as
(x/y), where x is the total number of times the service
was reliable and, y is the total number of times the service was available from that CSP.
Confidentiality Factor: Confidentiality Factor is calculated as (x/y), where x is the total number of times the
confidentiality was intact with the service from the requesting CSP and, y is the total number of times service
was available from that CSP.
Integrity Factor: Integrity Factor is calculated as (x/y),
where x is the total number of times the integrity was
intact with the service from the requesting CSP and, y is
the total number of times service was available from that
CSP.
Response Time Factor: Response Time Factor is calculated as (x/y), where x is the total number of times
the response time was within the promised limit and, y is
the total number of times service was available from that
CSP.
Hence, the final QoS Value of the requesting CSP in
the federation is calculated as:

This shows the existing trust value of a CSP before the
current trust value is calculated. As this factor indicates,
a CSP with a higher existing trust value is expected to
have a more positive impact on the calculation of the current trust value, than a CSP having a lower existing trust
value, or a CSP joined the federation recently.

3.4.4

QoS Value

QoS Value=(Availability Factor + Reliability Factor +
Confidentiality Factor + Integrity Factor + Response
Time Factor )/5.
Hence, the Local Trust Value of the CSP is calculated
as:

Degree of Association

For calculating the total trust of a CSP in the federation,
the total period of association of the CSP with the federation is taken into account, by considering the date and
time of joining of the CSP with the Cloud Federation.
Based on the date and time of joining the federation, the
Degree of Association is given a value x for the CSP,
where x ∈ [0, 1].

Trust Value= (Probability of Success + History of Interaction + Degree of Association + Existing Trust +
QoS Values) /5.
QoS values are evaluated while calculating the local
trust value of a CSP by another CSP. Generally, there
are many CSPs in the cloud federation each with its own
business priorities. Also, the trust value of a CSP calcu-
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lated by any other CSP is subjective. That means, same
CSP may be trusted differently by another two CSPs in
the cloud federation. While calculating the QoS values,
we have considered five factors such as availability, reliability, confidentiality, integrity and response time factors. In real time implementation, the weightage given
for each parameter may be different from one CSP to another depending on their business objectives. Also, it depends on the type of service a CSP offers to other CSPs
in the cloud federation. For example, a CSP may require
some application with very high response time, another
CSP might require a service with a high degree of confidentiality, and a third one might require a service with
a high degree of availability etc. Hence, by considering
these factors, the various parameters can be given suitable weights by a CSP in the cloud federation. In our
prototype simulation, just to show the working of our
approach, we have given equal weights to all the parameters. In real time cloud federation environment, it will
vary from one CSP to another.

3.4.6

also how long the requesting CSP has been a member of
this federation. Accordingly, a CSP in the federation can
decide the value of x.

3.5

Recommended Trust Calculation of the
CSP

In our proposed approach, the recommended trust calculation of the requesting CSP involves the following steps.

3.5.1

Trust Decay Factor of the CSP

In the cloud federation domain, the trust value of a CSP
is considered to be dynamic and the calculated trust value
decays over time. Hence, we have considered the Trust
Decay Factor in our implementation, while calculating
the local trust value of the requesting CSP in the federation. In our implementation, this decay factor is selected depending on when the requesting CSP had the
last transaction with any other CSP in the federation. The
decay factor is adjusted in such a way that the trust value
gets decremented more when the date and time of the
last transaction of a CSP with the requesting CSP becomes older. In our implementation, this decay factor is
represented as 1/x, where x ∈ [1, 2], depending on the
date and time of the last transaction.
Hence, the Final Local Trust Value of the requesting
CSP in the federation is calculated as:
Local Trust Value=Trust Value X Trust Decay Factor.
We have selected the decay factor as 1/x to show the
variation in the trust value of a CSP, where x depends
on the time elapsed since the last transaction of the requesting CSP with any other CSP in the federation. In
our prototype simulation, the parameter x takes values
1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8 and 2 corresponding to six ranges
of the elapsed time since the last transaction, such as less
than one month, 1-3 month(s), 3-6 months, 6-9 months,
9-12 months and greater than one year respectively. In
real time implementation, the parameter x is also CSPspecific. Practically, different CSPs can use different values for x for the same time period. It also depends on
how long the cloud federation has been in existence, and

Selection of Trusted CSPs

In order to calculate the recommended trust of the requesting CSP, the trusted CSPs in the federation are identified. When a CSP gets a resource request, the CSP calculates the trust value of other CSPs in the federation to
identify the trusted CSPs, and from this trusted CSPs,
the feedback of the requesting CSP is collected. In order
to select the trusted CSPs, the CSP calculates the trust
values of other CSPs in the federation considering the
parameters such as Probability of Success, History of Interaction, Existing Trust, Degree of Association and QoS
Values, and these parameters are calculated as explained
in the previous section. Those CSPs with trust values
greater than a specific threshold are selected into the list
of trusted CSPs.

3.5.2

Recommended Trust Calculation

After selecting the trusted CSPs in the federation, the
CSP contacts the CSPs in the list of trusted CSPs regarding the feedback of the requesting CSP. The CSP contacts those CSPs (m out of n CSPs, where m <= n) and
each of the m CSPs calculates its current trust value of
the CSP specified, and communicates that trust value to
the CSP that asked for it. The CSP then aggregates the
trust values collected from the trusted CSPs to calculate
the final recommended trust of the requesting CSP in the
federation, and decides to grant or reject the resource request from that CSP, even if there is a QoS/SLA violation
at that time.
After calculating the final recommended trust value,
the CSP calculate the total trust value of the CSP as:
Total Trust Value=(Local Trust + Recommended
Trust)/2.
Based on this total trust value of the requesting CSP, it
takes a proper decision regarding the service request.
In our simulation, total trust value of a CSP is calculated as the average of the local trust and the recommended trust values. Local trust value is based on own
experience of working with a particular CSP, and the
recommended trust is based on the feedback from other
trusted CSPs. In our implementation, in order to calculate the recommended trust of a CSP, initially the trusted
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Figure 6: Local Resource Allocation in the Cloud Federation
CSPs are selected. Here also for selecting the trusted
CSPs, the trust-threshold used is CSP-specific.
Generally, it can be reasonably high (0.85 in our case).
Then, the feedback is collected from these CSPs. Also,
any outlier in the feedback is eliminated using the algorithm proposed in [34]. Hence, this recommended trust
value also assumes importance in the calculation of the
total trust value. That is the reason why we have given
equal weightage to local trust and the recommended
trust. Again, in the real time cloud federation implementation, a CSP can use different weights such as 0.6 for the
local trust value and 0.4 for the recommended trust value.
In our prototype simulation, just to show the working of
the proposed mechanism, we have used equal weights
(0.5) for both the local trust and the recommended trust
values.

4

W ORKFLOW
PROACH

OF

THE

P ROPOSED A P -

The workflow of the proposed approach for the management of dynamic QoS violations in the cloud federation
environment is discussed in this section.

4.1

Local Resource Allocation

The Fig. 6 shows the Local Resource Allocation process in our implementation. In our simulation, we have
considered the IaaS level of resource management. The
Broker class of the CloudSim [35] is extended to deal
with the resource allocation process. Upon receiving a
resource request from an authenticated cloud user, the
CSP checks if the requested resources matching the QoS
requirements of the user are locally available with the
CSP. If the required resources are available at the moment, it initiates the VM allocation locally at that CSP,
otherwise, if the local resources are not sufficient to meet
the client requirements, the Remote Resource Allocation
process in the federation is initiated.

4.2

Remote Resource Allocation

The Fig. 7 shows the remote allocation of resources in
the partner CSPs of the federation, when the local resources are not sufficient to meet the current user requirements. We have assumed that there are SLAs established
among the CSPs in the federation to share VMs among
them. When a CSP finds that the resource request from a
user cannot be met locally, it uses the Rank Table stored
locally to identify the CSP(s) in the federation to ask for
resources. From the Rank Table, it selects the CSP hav31
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Figure 7: Remote Resource Allocation in the Cloud Federation
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ing the best rank to check if the QoS requirements of
the user are matching with that of the selected CSP. If it
finds that the QoS details are matching, then the selected
CSP’s current trust value is checked to verify if the current trust value is above the threshold value set by the
CSP. If the CSP finds that the selected CSP in the federation is trustworthy, it requests resources from the CSP
by transferring the resource request to that CSP.
When a CSP gets the resource request from another
CSP in the federation, the CSP verifies the SLA with the
requesting CSP to ensure that the QoS requirements of
the resource request is agreed by the SLA. If the QoS of
the requested service is permitted by the SLA, the service is granted. If there is an SLA or QoS violation,
then, the local trust calculation of the requesting CSP
is performed. If the calculated local trust value of the requesting CSP is greater than the threshold value, then the
access request is permitted. If the trust of the CSP calculated locally is less than the trust threshold, then the
recommended trust of the requesting CSP is calculated
as explained in the previous section. Then, the CSP calculates the total trust value of the CSP considering both
the local and the recommended trust values. If the total trust value of the requesting CSP is greater than the
threshold value, then the access request is permitted, in
spite of the QoS violations. If the total trust value of the
CSP is less than the trust threshold, the resource request
of the CSP is rejected.

5
5.1

R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
Experimental Setup

We have carried out the simulation experiments on a system with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-3770, CPU 3.40 GHz,
8.00 GB RAM and 32-bit Operating System (Ubuntu
14.04). Softwares used for the implementation include CloudSim-3.0.3, Eclipse IDE version 3.8, MySQL
Workbench Community (GPL) for Linux/Unix version
6.0.8 and Java version 1.7.0 55.

5.2

SSO in Cloud Federation

In our implementation, for securing the data in transit such as during the transfer of the identity tokens of
the cloud users between CSPs and also between CSP
and IdP, we have used the Symmetric Key Encryption
technique using AES-256. Also, we have used Fully
Hashed Menezes-Qu-Vanstone (FHMQV) key sharing
protocol [32] for key exchange among the entities in the
simulation. AES is a protocol mentioned in the set of
standard protocols for security by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) [33] and the FHMQV protocol has its root in Diffie-Hellman (DH) proto-

col. The FHMQV protocol defines the Full Exponential
Challenge Response (FXCR) and Full Dual exponential
Challenge Response (FDCR) schemes which preserve
the performance of the (H)MQV protocol, in addition to
providing resistance against various attacks such as the
Impersonation Attack, Man-in-the-Middle Attack etc.

5.3

Management of Dynamic QoS Violations

In order to show the working of the proposed approach,
the use case shown in the Fig. 8 is considered. We assume that CSP-1 has to give the service of 50 VMs to a
particular user due to some business reasons. As per the
current resource availability of CSP-1, it has the capacity of offering only 6 VMs to the user as shown in the
figure. Now, the CSP-1 can get the required resources
form other CSPs in the federation. Hence, CSP-1 uses
the QoS values offered by the CSPs in the federation to
rank the CSPs.
The Fig. 9 shows the QoS values offered by the various CSPs in the Federation, as stored by the CSP-1
to which the user has made the resource request. As
mentioned earlier, we have used 25 CSPs in our simulation and the various QoS features of the CSPs such
as Uptime, Reliability, VM Cost, Response Time, Bandwidth Cost, Instance-Type etc. are stored in the database
as shown in the figure. Assume that the QoS requirements of the current request made by the user are Uptime=99.91%, Reliability=99.95%, VM Cost=0.415$,
Response Time=6 ms, Bandwidth Cost=0.005$ and the
Instance-Type=large.
The CSP-1 now uses the AHP and the TOPSIS methods to rank the 24 CSPs in the federation. The Fig.
10 shows the Weight Table as calculated using the AHP
method [28] which includes the different weights for the
QoS parameters depending upon the user requirements.
The weights are assigned to different parameters in such
a way that the sum of the weights of all the parameters is
one. These weight values of the QoS parameters of the
user request are used in the TOPSIS method to rank the
various CSPs in the federation.
The Fig. 11 shows the Rank Table generated by the
CSP-1 to which the user has made the resource request.
The ranking of various CSPs in the federation is done
using the TOPSIS method [29][30], and this table shows
the relative preference of CSP-1 for the selection of partners in the federation, when dealing with the current resource request. In our simulated Cloud Federation environment of 25 CSPs, this Rank Table shows the ranking
of 24 CSPs by the CSP-1, and this table is used for the
partner selection when the CSP-1 does not have enough
resources to meet the user’s requirements.
The Fig. 12 shows the Trust Table maintained by the
CSP-1 to which the user has made the resource request.
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Figure 8: User Request to CSP-1

Figure 9: QoS offered by the CSPs in the federation

Figure 10: Weight Table
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Figure 11: Rank Table

Figure 12: Trust Table of CSP-1
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Figure 13: Selection of CSPs in the Cloud Federation

Figure 14: Calculation of Local Trust
This table shows the local trust value of every other CSP
in the federation as calculated by the CSP-1. The trust
values of the CSPs are calculated considering the parameters Probability of Success, History of Interaction, Existing Trust, Degree of Association and QoS Values as
explained in the Section 3.4. Every CSP in the federation
is assigned a trust value between 0 and 1 which shows
how trustworthy that particular CSP is to the CSP-1.
The Fig. 13 shows the selection of CSPs in the cloud
federation by the CSP-1 in order to meet the resource
requirements of the user. The selection process considers
the Rank Table (Fig. 11) and the Trust Table (Fig. 12)
created by the CSP-1. As shown in the Fig. 13, even
though CSP-19 is having the highest rank, this CSP is
not selected because the trust value of this CSP (0.534) is
less than the trust threshold (0.65) by the CSP-1. Hence
the CSP with the next highest rank (CSP-4) is selected
from the Rank Table. Now, CSP-1 verifies that the QoS
requirements of the user and the QoS features offered
by the CSP-4 match, and also the trust value of CSP4 (0.684) is above the trust threshold maintained by the
CSP-1 (0.65). Hence, CSP-4 is selected for meeting the
resource requirements of the user, and the request for 44
VMs is transferred to CSP-4. Now, the CSP-4 checks the
SLA agreed between CSP-4 and CSP-1 in the federation.
As shown in the Fig. 13, as per the SLA, the number of VMs agreed between them is 30; but the current

requirement is for 44 VMs. Also, the instance type of
the VMs agreed between them is small; but the current
requirement is for ’large’. Upon receiving the resource
request from the CSP-1, as per the proposed approach, in
order to deal with this resource request of 44 VMs from
CSP-1, CSP-4 calculates the trust value of CSP-1 in the
federation so that SLA renegotiation is avoided at that
time, and the resource request may be accepted. Firstly,
the CSP-4 calculates the local trust value of CSP-1.
The Fig. 14 shows the calculation of the local trust
of the CSP-1 by CSP-4. As explained before, for calculating the local trust of the CSP-1, the trust parameters
such as Probability of Success, Degree of Association,
History of Interaction, Existing Trust and the QoS values are considered. As shown in the figure, the values of
these parameters for the local trust calculation of CSP-1
are 0.916, 1.0, 0.832, 0.855, and 0.859 respectively. To
calculate the local trust of the CSP-1, the average value
of all the above parameters is taken and it is found to be
0.892 as shown in the figure. The Trust Decay Factor
for CSP-1 is calculated as 0.625, and hence the final local trust of CSP-1 is 0.558. But, this local trust is less
than the trust threshold maintained by the CSP-4 (0.6)
for granting the resource request.
Hence, the CSP-4 calculates the recommended trust
of the CSP-1. The recommended trust is calculated by
taking feedback from the set of trusted CSPs of CSP-4.
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Figure 15: Trust Table of CSP-4
Hence, the CSP-4 calculates the trust values of all the
relevant CSPs in the federation considering the parameters such as Probability of Success, Degree of Association, History of Interaction, Existing Trust and the QoS
values. The trust table generated by the CSP-4 upon receiving the access request from the CSP-1 is shown in
the Fig. 15. From this trust table, the set of CSPs having trust value greater than a predefined trust threshold
(0.85) is identified. This table is shown in the Fig. 16 as
Trusted CSPs. In our case, the number of CSPs having
trust value greater than the threshold is 11. These CSPs
are asked for recommendation of the CSP-1.
The Fig. 17 shows the Recommendation Table of the
CSP-4, and as shown in the figure, the number of CSPs
responded with the trust values of CSP-1 is 8. The other
three CSPs may not have the history of interaction with
the CSP-1 to calculate its trust vale as required by the
CSP-4. The table shows the trust values of various CSPs
who have responded with the required recommendation,
and their corresponding returned trust value of the CSP1. Now, the trust value of the responded CSPs and their
returned trust values are multiplied to get the recommended trust values of CSP-1. In our work, in order
to filter the recommendation values given by the CSPs,
we have implemented the outlier filtering algorithm proposed by Azzedin et al. in [34]. Hence the resulting fil-

tered recommendation table is shown in the Fig. 18. In
the filtered recommendation table, the number of recommendations considered is 5, and the 3 recommendations
are filtered out.
From the filtered recommendation table, the total recommended trust is calculated as the average of the recommended trust of the filtered CSPs, and in our case, the
total recommended trust is calculated as 0.754 as shown
in the Fig. 18. Now, the total trust value is calculated and
it is found to be 0.656. Since this trust value is greater
than the trust threshold (0.6), the VM request from CSP1 is accepted by the CSP-4, even though there is a QoS
violation between them (as shown in the Fig. 13).

5.4

Results and Analysis

In order to test and validate the proposed approach in the
Cloud Federation environment, we have implemented
the Cloud Federation of 25 CSPs using the CloudSim
toolkit [35]. Sample database is created and used as the
database for testing our algorithm. We have considered
the resource request in such a way that there is chance
for QoS violation between the CSPs so that the proposed
approach can be used to deal with the dynamic QoS violations. The Fig. 19 shows the number of resource requests of CSP-1 accepted/rejected in the cloud federation
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Figure 16: Trusted CSPs

Figure 17: Recommendation Table

Figure 18: Filtered Recommendation Table
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environment.
The figure shows three cases: the first one indicates
the total number of times the resource requests of CSP1 is accepted considering the local trust of CSP-1 alone.
Second case shows the total number of times the local
trust value of CSP-1 alone was not sufficient, and hence
the CSPs had to calculate the recommended trust of CSP1, and the total trust was sufficient to accept the resource
requests of CSP-1. The third case shows the total number of times the resource requests of CSP-1 were rejected
as the total trust value was less than the trust threshold maintained in the system. As shown in the figure,
out of 100 requests from CSP-1, 28 times the service requests were accepted using local trust, and 42 times using recommended trust of the CSP-1. ’Insufficient Trust’
means the case when the service request is rejected even
with the recommended trust. Hence, in our simulation
30 times the requests got rejected. From the figure, it is
seen that reputation of the CSP plays an important role
in the Cloud Federation. As compared to local trust, recommended trust also plays an important role in solving
the dynamic QoS violations, and thereby accepting the
resource requests from CSP-1.
The Fig. 20 shows the average time taken for the service decision by a CSP when it gets the resource requests
from CSP-1 in the federation, and also when there is a
QoS violation between the CSPs. The figure shows the
average time taken in two cases of service decision, considering 100 service requests. The first one shows the
average time taken considering the local trust of the requesting CSP-1 alone. The second case shows the average time taken for the service decision, considering the
local and the recommended trust of CSP-1. As shown in
the figure, the average time taken for the service decision
using local trust is 8989 ms and using the recommended
trust is 9169 ms. Even though, calculation of the recommended trust takes longer compared to the calculation of
the local trust alone, the performance of the cloud federation is improved in such a way that more user requests
are satisfied. Hence, the economic benefits and the reputation of the partner CSPs in the cloud federation are
improved.
In the real time cloud federation environments, SLA
renegotiation between two parties (CSPs) involves the
following steps. The user (CSP-A in the cloud federation) submits the resource request specifying the QoS parameters required or to be changed, to other CSP (CSPB) in the federation. The CSP-B then proposes the initial offer based on its current availability and service features to fulfill the service request submitted by CSP-A.
On receiving the initial offer, the requesting CSP-A can
prepare the counter offer (if needed) which is sent to
the CSP-B. The CSP-B then evaluates the counter offer (proposal). If the counter offer cannot be accepted,

then that CSP proposes another counter offer. Finally,
the negotiation or renegotiation process is terminated by
the CSPs upon reaching mutual agreements regarding the
services and QoS, or when there are no mutual agreements reached between the parties. If mutual agreements
are reached, then the SLA is created using the templates,
and it is signed by the parties. Thus, it becomes the
modified SLA after the renegotiation process. Since the
renegotiation involves several steps or processes as explained, it is expected to take longer than 10 seconds.
Hence the time taken in our prototype simulation is considered to be better.

5.5

Pros and Cons of the Approach

The major advantage of the proposed approach of partner selection in the cloud federation environment is that
it optimizes the search for partners in the cloud fedration. It helps a CSP in the federation to identify the
suitable partner when it is running out of resources, to
offload the resource requests of the clients. The SSO
approach implemeneted in the cloud federation is both
secure and efficient as we have used AES-256 algorithm
and the FHMQV protocol. The proposed trust based approach helps to solve the dynamic QoS violations in the
cloud federation environment without requiring the SLA
renegotiation at run time. Thus, the approach improves
the performance, responsiveness, efficiency of the CSPs,
and thereby the reputaion and the profits of the CSPs in
the federation.
In the proposed trust-based approach, we consider the
trusted CSPs of any CSP to get the recommendetaion of
any other CSP in the federation. Here, we have assumed
that the trusted CSPs of any CSP in the federation have a
good transaction history with the specific CSP. Also, we
have used the specified filtering algorithm to remove any
outlier(s) among the recommended values. Here, unlike
the stand-alone CSPs, the cloud federation is existing in a
cooperative and mutually-benefitting manner, and hence,
it is assumed that majority of the trusted CSPs of any
CSP won’t behave maliciously. Thus, our approach helps
to meet the clients’ requirements of a CSP during emergency situations, without requiring the SLA renegotiation, ensuring timely and efficient service to the clients.
As far as we know, this is the first work that employs the trust-based approach for the management of
dynamic QoS violations in the cloud federation environment. Since there are no similar works available that
deals with the management of dynamic QoS violations
in the cloud federation domain, we were not able to compare our approach with other approaches.
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Figure 19: Analysis of the Accepted Requests in the Federation

Figure 20: Analysis of the Service Decision Time
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In this paper, we have implemented the trust-based approach for the management of dynamic QoS violations in
the cloud federation environment. We have also implemented the partner selection approach for a CSP when
it does not have enough resources to meet the resource
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methods. Also, this paper talks about the implementation
of the SSO approach in the cloud federation environment
using the AES-256 algorithm and the FHMQV protocol. The proposed trust based approach shows that by
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